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Two Rice Dishes 

 
 

Tunisian Arabic transcript: 

 
��� 9=+>% 9; ت2 89 67�45 ا)و23ل او أ!� .-�ع ا!+*(%. ا)آ&% ه� ا!�ز ا! �=6> ��. A7، أ!� ه� ج��%ج�

BCت ،���ا!�ز ا! �=6> D! EFEF!8 اGH5 2)*+7 �5� AJ7 ا!+*I أ! D)*+7 ،AJ7 � أ!� ه2 � ا!�ز 2J9ر KKK ا!+*I أ!
5� ا!2J<Nل . ا!2J<Nل و ا!8FEFس KKK 8سFEF!ا �5 �&O> 8، 89ءH9 BC8ت تCJ!و ا RS8N+!69 2ن ا ،RS8N+-!ز و ا�و ا!

 �U Vو آKK 8سFEF!ا Wوس �5 Y2+C7ة 9; ا!6&2ش و)، [8دة ا!6&2ش�HO3 %6+^ KK DH&] �JH_ و K ... �تR أ!
2&N6> 2نFUج8جa!8��8FE!8!2ب  c-2 ح&N6> 2نFU Rت ، .�� . أ89 ا�; ح8ج% �8!6&2ش <6=� ا!6N�وف و أ!�ا!�ز ا! �

�8!6&2ش .U V2اض آ] �=6> DH&] �JHgت W7ا a6�آi jH+>  8NHاووو رز [8دي 49، <6=� رز 2J9ر [8دي و 9; 
 �78^2J!8س اFEF!8� k! W&^D! l&+> 8!*8.2ر� ��8!*8.2ر <6= jH+> �=6> 8H9 . 8دي] k]8-7 ز�ا! BCت �=6> jHS ;9

 KKK ل ،mNC!8، اS8+� no9 ة�g)!8 اGH5 BCت ،D]8ت %^�N!ا �=6> jHS %S2!و 9; ا D]8ز ت�8س و ا!FEF!25ق ا
KKK ال ،VJ&J!8 ا... اNH8، آGH5 k=H] W7ا �9� ا!(g�ة أ! a6� ;9 iU Vو آ Vq*! و W>r!و ا k]88ح8ت تJ!و ا RS8N+!

D]8ت %^�N!2 اJHg7 ز�ا! s*+> 25ا .  
   

 
English translation: 

 
We have a meal called djerby rice. I don’t know, maybe the first one who made this dish 
was from Djerba which is a place in Tunisia. It is steamed rice. We cook it in the same 
pan we cook the couscous in and it is composed of two parts. You put water in the lower 
part of the pan and you put the rice, tomato paste and spices along with pieces of lamb in 
the upper part. Some people make it with chicken or turkey. But the best choice is lamb 
since it is known that this kind of rice is cooked with lamb. 
And there is the ordinary steamed rice. Instead of cooking everything in the upper part 
and putting only water in the lower part, you put only rice in the upper part and you make 
the tomato sauce in the lower part along with vegetables like potato, chickpeas, peppers, 
carrots—the vegetables you would like to add. You let this mixture boil for a certain time 
till the rice is cooked with the steam and finally you mix this sauce with the rice. 
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